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1. Background 1.2 General description 
The lhree wadis all rise in the mountain range which forms 

1.1 Introduction the western scarp of the Arabian peninsular., The two most 
Sir William Halcrow and Partners (Halcrow) were en- northerly wadis. Jizan and Dhamad.lie adjacent to each 
gaged as consultants in connection with developments on . other some 220 kilometres north of Wadi Surdud. 
three major wadis which flow from the mountains of the Table I gives basic data on the catchment hydrology 
Arabian peninsular across the Tihama, or coastal plain, and irrigated areas prior to development on the three wa
and into the Red Sea. This has involved the study, design, di$. 
supervision of construction, and operation and mainte- The wadis studied are typical of many which. cross the 
nance, of spate irrigated development in the three wadis. Tihama. the south-westcoastal plain of the Arabian penin-

This paper concentrates on the design of the diversion sula. Infrequent but often intense rainstorms in the .ueep 
structures and wadi bank and flood protection works. upper catchments result in floods of short duration and of 

very high peak discharge. 

Table 1 Basic data on the wadis studied before development 

Data units Wadi Wadi Wadi 
Jizan Dhamad Surdud 

Catchment characteristics 
1) Area km~ 1 100 1000 2500 
2) Length km SO 45 70 
3) Average width km 22 22 36 
4) Highestelevation m 2500 2500 3000 

Cakhment raintaU 
5) Average annual rainfall mm 475 450 500 
6) Average annual catchment rainfall Mm' 520 450 1250 

Hydrology 
7) Mean annual flow volume Mm' 80 60 98 
8) Mean annual runoff coeff (7 divided by 6) 0.15 0.13 0.08 
9) Mean'annualt1ood m'/s 1000 980 1200 
10) 10 year flood m3/s 1900 1700 2300 
1'1) 100 year flood m'/s 3100 3000 4000 

Irrigation 
12) Total area bunded for spate irrigation ha 6300 8600 15000 
13) Water harvesting ratio (l-divided by 12) 17.5 11.6 16.7 . 

14) Area irrigated in average year ha 3700 4600 5700 
15) Area of eropIand in average year ha 4200 5300 6500· 
16) Perennial wadi irrigated area ha 1200 
17) Overall spate irrisaUon efficiency· % 26 44 33 
18) Average water requirement (7 divided by 15) m3Jha 19000 11300 ·15100 

* defined as (item 15) multiplied by 5 000 m'Jha divided by (item 7) 
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Traditionally these· spates have been diverted· by d.e 
fanners from the wadis Using earth banks ('ogma') s0me

times as high as 6 or 8 melreS. Frequently thebanb are 
destroyed by the floods. but building them higher only 
results in too large a flood flow being diverted, witbconse
quentdamage tothedistribution channels and to the ftekls. 
Howeverwiththebenefitofcollectiveexperienccovolved 
over several centuries the farmers have become expaf in 
gauging the optimum height of the banks so as to balaIice 
the risk of damage to their lands and canals against therisk 
of losing the water downstream. 

A complex system of water rights has evolved in most 
of the wadis, details varying for each wadi. In general the 
three wadis studied follow the traditional Islamic Sbari 'ab 
water law which allows for the uppennost users to take 
water first, after which their banks across the wadi are 
broken and the water alloWed to low to the next user 
downstream. 

Irrigation is usually from field to field.each fteld being 
treated as a large. unleveUed basin, which is filled up until 
the field bonds are nearly overtopped-often to depths 
exceeding 1 metre-when the bund is breached and the 
water allowed to flow into thenext field. Fewsecondaryor 
tertiary canals exist and the large flows (S-2S m'/s) can 
cause considerable damage and scouring to the fieids. 
especially in the area around the breached build. 

The major crops grown under spate irrigation in the 
wadis· are sorghum, millet, sesame, cotton and tobatco. 

Figure 1 Relationship between 
wadi flows and irrigated areas 
from analysis ofZakat records 
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Melons, cowpeas and other pulses are oftenUndersown. 
GroundwattI is used. mainly for the cultivation of fruit. 
vegetables and some fodder. 

1.3 Sttue o!wlIler resource development at time of study 
No surface water development had taken place in Wadi 
Dhamad beyond the traditional system of irrigation, at the 
time of study. 

On Wadi Jizan. a dam and storage reservoir had been 
constructed at MaIaki following studies and designs by 
other consultants, under the auspices of the Food and 
Agricu1wre Organization of the United Nations (FAO). 
Thedam started impounding in 1969 and was constructed 
to catch the spateS and allow controlled release for irriga
tion. Recent estimates on sedimentation indicate that full 
regulation of wadi flows will only be possible forabout 25 
years from the time of impounding in 1969. Afterthis the 
remainingreservoirwillactasaspatebrcakerbyattenuat
ingthepeak flows. 

At Wadi Surdud, no permanent sttuctures had been 
constructed. across the wadi. However. a 1 200 hectare 
slate farm, constructed with aid from the USSR, hE. been 
developed using the perennial and some seasonal flow 
from the wadi, supplemented with poundw8&er' pumped 
from boreboles. . 

Some groundwaterdevelopmenthE. taken place in all 
three wadis, generally using deep well pumps·eiIher in 
hand dug wells or boreholes and cIiroct driven by diesel 
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engines .. ThestatefannatWadiSurdudwasanexceplion 
with acentralgeaerating stati0llsupplying power to sub
mersible pumps in the boreholes. 

2. Case stuclies-WadisJlzan, Dbamad aDd Surdud 

2.1 DaIJJ coll,ctiolt 
Studies on Wadi Jizan 10 enable a IIlOI'e effICient use of 
surface·and gJ'01IRdwater for agriculture commenced un
derFAOin 1951 ,providingalongerdatabasethaRformost 
other wadis in southem Arabia. 

Rainfall data existed at four stations in .the cafdlment 
with ftICords stretching from six to eighteen years at the 
time of st.udy •. Flow records at Malaki for some eleven 
years were intermittent but were infllled using linear and 
multipteconeJation. 

'1'heapplication of more rigorous flow-synthesis tech
niques was not thought likely to narrow the wide confi
dence limits in the precJiQtion or provide more reliable in
formation. 

,Prediction of mean annual and monthly surface flow 
was based on tke available records. 

Estimaresofthe Uriga1edaraforeach yearoftheflow 
rooordwerecomparedwidltho'zakat·rccords. The'zakat' 
is a charitable tax levied on crops and traditionally paid in 
kind. 1'1lereappeared to beaclearrelatiollshipbeaweeRthe 
areasJ'8COl'dedfor'zatat' and tbeOood flows (see ftgurel). 
It was interesting 10 note. however, that in unregulated 
conditions the largest irrigated areas were recorded in 
. years of average rather than extreme flows .. 

To estimate design flood flows, B D Richanb'and 
otherstatisticalmethodswereused.Estimatesofsedimen
tation in the reservoir were also made. 

Since Wadi Dhamadis adjacent, andclosely similar ,to 
Wadi Jizan, it was possible 10 study it more briefly. The 
main differences between the two wadis were examined, 
thus avoidinl repetition of much of the agronomic and 
economic studies. 

Orthophotomapping and soil studies were undertaken 
as weD as a cadastral survey to determine land ownership 
and water rights. 

Field studies included careful particle size analysis of 

Figure 2 Location plan of a typical diversion wir 
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wadi bank and bed material. which ranged from boulders 
to sands. Almost no siltexistedanywberoin the wadi bed 
in the area pI'9POSIed for development 

At Wadi Dhamad, the only reasonably reliable flow 
records were some seventeen months.of deptbrecord with 
few cunent meter gaugiqs to produce a discharge curve. 
Mean monthly and annual flows were therefore predicted 
using soveral comparative and ~n methods. Peak: 
flood flows were estimated using the Boldakov method. 
No reliable direct field measurements of sediment load 
wereavailabJe for Wadi Dhamad, and indirect.methodsof 
estimation were considered to give the bestresults. It was 
assumed that sediment transport in Wadi Dhamad would 
be similar to that in Wadi Jizan. 

Someflowdatawereavailableforthethreeyears 1965-
1967fmm three stations on Wadi Surdud giving a useful 
indication of the yearly paUern offlows and the magnitude 
of losses. However, in view of this short record it was 
decided to estimate the median annual and seasonal f)ows 
byaaalogy with otherwadis in the area. 

Flowdatafrom WadiBana. whichhasan uninterrupted 
record from 1953-1961, were used, and daily flows for 
Wadi Surdud were synthesised on the basis of the ratio of 
thecatclunentareasofthetwowadis. It was estimated that 
a flood flow atWadi Surdudcan be expected toriseand fall 
to one quarter of the peak flow in less than 3 hours. 

2.2· General approach to the design of diversion weirs 
and offtalces 
The design concept in all three wadis aimed torcplace one 
ormoretraditional'ogma'withpermanentdiversionweirs 
and canal headworks. This provides more control over 
diversion of flows into the irrigation network. New main 
canals connecting the headworks to the existing Urigation 
system were also considered to allow better management 
of water distribution, resulting in 1essdamage to the fields, 
more even watering, more efficient water use, and in
aeases in unit crop yields and areas cropped. 

The developments were aimedatpreserving theinleg
riiy of the wadi course by reducing damage to it and adja
centlandsfrom wadi bank erosion. and overbank flooding. 

In Wadi Jizan. it was considered necessary to design 
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the irrigation diversion works for the eventuality that the 
reservoir would fill with sediment and act only as a spate 
breaker. 

For Wadis Dhamadand S,urdud. itwasproposed not to 
construct a reservoir in view of (fifficulties in finding a 
suitable site and the likely short reservoir life because of 
siltation. In addition. the local fanners had clearly indi
cated that they preferred to receive the silt on their fields. 
Furtbermore the fanners at the downstream end of the wadi 
also felt diSadvantaged by the greater control a reservoir 
would ptace on flood flows. ' 

For both these wadis. with high peak flows during 
spates associated with high sediment loads, there was a 
need for studies to optimize the design of the diversion 
weirs, headworks and sand excluders. 

The positioning of the weir and offtake relative to the 
geometry of the wadi is important to minimize ~iment 
intake into the canals and to encourage the low flow chan
nel to the offtakean4.$811d excluder. The sites were there
fore chosen to satisfy the following aims: 

Cl, to replace one or more 'ogma' and to feed into the 
existing irrigation system; 

Cl where possible to use a single offtake located on the 
outside of a bend; and 

Cl where off takes on both sides of the wadi couldnotbe 
avoided, to locate the diversion weir on a straight 
stretch of wadi. 

In order to maximize their effectiveness, the head
works and its sand excluding devices had to be able to 
operate during as much of the rapidly changing flood 
period as possible. Designs were thus required to consider 
three main operating conditions: 

i. when the flow in the wadi does not exceed the diver
sion canal capacity; 

H. when the flow in the wadi exceeds the canal capacity 
but does nOl exceed the combined canal and sand 
excluder capacities; and 

Hi. when the flow in the wadi exceeds the combined 
canal and sand excluder capacities. 

Figure 3 Schematic diagram showing inter
relationships o/model testing/or diversion weirs 
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A computer program for routing a typical series of 
floods down the wadi was devised for Wadi Dhamad in 
orderto establish the appropriatecapacities of bead works 
and main cariDls .. This program was refined for the Wadi 
Surdud designs. 

2.3 Model tests for diversion weirs and offtake' 
For Wadi Jizan, with attenuated peak flows, thedesign of 
the diversion weirs and offtakes was based on medtodsand 
geometry developed in South Yemen before independ
ence. which has proved effective. 

A typical layout is shown in Figure 2. In chisdesign a 
long concrete weir acts as a control structure. Diversion is 
through ahead regulator, consisting of a setof four 5 metre 
wide undershoot radial gates. A skimming weir and guide 
wall are designed to catch the beaviersediments and divert 
them into the sand excluder slwce. Vortex tubes on the 
apron upstream of the canal intercept smaller particles 
which have not been caught by the skimming weir and 
diven them to an outlet downstream of the sand excluder 
sluice gates. There is no control sluice on the vortex tubes 
which would operate continuously when the wadi is in 
flood. Canal design flow was20m'/sandthe sandexcluder 
flow varied up to 14 m3/s maximum. 

For Wadi Dhamad. wherepeak flows wereestimated to 
be much higher than for Wadi Jizan • .and sediment ktads 
greater. it was felt worthwhile to Il'yfo optimize dte effec
tivenessofthevortex tubeandscouriDg'S1wcesandexclud
ers under different condi~. and a series of model tests 
was carried out.' 

Model tests related to Wadi Surdud were developed to 
investigate the rninimum head toss possible overdte long 
diversion weir, consistent with effective and adequate 
operation of the scouring sluices sand excluders. Alterna
tive means and materials for the construction of weirs, 
other than the traditional mass concrete or masonry de
signs. were also investigated. A schematic representation 
of the different aspects studied in the various tests is given 
in figure 3. 

2.3.1 Model testing o/headworlcs. Initially a series of tests 
wasdevelopedtoinvestigatetheperformanceoftheorigi-
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nal headwork$ design. Observation trialsfoUowed to see 
howt.beheadworlcsperformancecouldbeimproved. From 
the triaIs.~the mostpromising.improvements to the layouts 
were tested toqUlllllify their performance. These layout 
improvements were grouped as follows; . 
i. preliminary layout based on the design used in Wadi 

Jizan.(figure 4); 
ii. design&withashapedguidepierbut with canal bead

works and vortex tube layout unaltered (figure 5); 
and 

iii. as (U) but with five vortex tubes instead of four dis
charging through twocoUector pipes. 

WithinthesetJneblocksofteststhefollowmgpanuneters 
wore varied: 

i. thedownsueam conditions in the canal and sluice; 
H. the direction of approach of the flow (along the bank 

or from thegenera1directionoftheweir-thelwoex
tremes); 

iii. theshapeofthecrestofthes1cimmingweir(somefive 
altemativeswere aried)(figure 6); and 

iv. the position of the main weir in relation to the head
works. 

Themode1 waasetuptoropresentthewholeoftbecana1 
intake,the -sluice ~e1 and a relatively small tength 
(some 30 mens)~· the main diversiqn weir. The weir 
length was kept sbon, as otherwise the ~ of the model 
would be too small. Horizont8l and vertical scalesofl:30 
were selected. The resulting velocity scale was 1 :5.48. 

The material used for modelling the sediJnent was 

5",_1 
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crushed bakeli&e. whi~h with itsrelatively lightweight and 
angularity Simulated well the movement of sediment. and 
provided. as far as possible. hydraulic similarity in bed 
movemeotaiid suspension. 

Ingeneral the conclusiOns of the tests indicated that the 
original design. though effective, was very dependent on 
the direction of approach of the flow. The effect of intro
ducing the guide pier annd moving the weircrest upstream 
relative to tboheadworks was to stabilize the flow into the 
headworks. This gave considerable improvement in sedi
mentexclusion. The tests indicatedareduction in the total 
sedimentenaeting the canal from about 60 percent of that 
entering thebeadworks to about 15 perceIllwben thedirec
tion of approacb was generally from the weir. When the 
direction of approach was generally from the bank, the 
corresponding reduction was from 45 percent to 2S per
cent. Noneofthe skimming weiroptions tried showed any 
signi&ant advantage OVO" the simple right angle t:ype(sbown 
in figure 6 (a». 

Setting the canal headgates baCk. including an extra 
vortex tube, and modifying the geometry of the collector 
pipe, considerably improved the performance of the vor
tex tube sand excluders but at the cost of increasing the 
percentage of canal flow discharged through them from 5 
percent to 7.5 percent. With these improvements. and 
under conditions wbere the wadi flow did not exceed the 
maincana1capacity,uptoSOpercen~ofthe.sandloadcould 
be discharged down the wadi with only 7.5 percent of the 
flow. 
In general. where flows were sufficientforoperationofthe 
scouring sluice, the sand exclusion was more effective if 
the cana1 headgates were slightly closed, resulting in an 
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Figure 4 Preliminary 
ltIyolU of headworb for 
model tests 
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increased depth of water over the apron in front of the 
headgates. The extent of this is obviously limited by the 
beight of the weir cresL 

For Wadi Surdud, the same model was used to investi
gate the minimum height of the weir relative to the wadi 
level bed. in order to determine the lowest height (and cost) 
of structure consistent with effective sand exclusion. No 
vortex tube examination was included in these tests. 

It was assumed !hat a guide pia' design would be ado(led 
and that other improvement deduced from the tests for 
Wadi Dhamad would be implemented. The test procedure 
was thus much simpler. The tests indicated that 35 percent 
of the canal flow was necessary for efficient sediment 
exclusion with the design layout chosen. To obtain this 
discharge. at least 0.5 metres of head should in practice be 
available for discharge capacities appropriate to canal 
flow of around 20 m'/s. 

Under high flow conditions, a second series of tests 
showed that the tail water level would always need to be 0.2 
metres below the main crest level and that 0.6 metres of 
head was required for effective sluicingand to maintain the 
sluice channel clear of sediment. This may be diffICult to 
achieve under very high flows, and in such circumstances 
it may be necessary to close the canal offtake inte.nnit
tently. 

2.3.2 Tests of weirs of different construction Model tests 
werecarriedouton weirsoftippedandpackedrock,gabioo 
and pre-cast concrete block construction. Each of these 
types of weir was based on the principle oflocally raising 
the bed of the wadi, and then proteCting the slope back to 
the natural wadi gradient with a permeable armourinJ. 

Figure 5 Generallayout 
of headworlcs for model 
tests 
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Rockweirs: Tipped rock was initially considered likely to 
prove the mostsuitable,and was thus the most thoroughly 
investigated. However, it emerged that se]~ted packed 
rockwasalsoa promising material.andaltho~h tests on it 
were limited by time available. useful results were ob
tained.leading to alternative outline designs for the weirs. 

First,tests were carried outon models with \Solid beds of 
plywood fixed to the flume. on which the layers of stones 
were directly placed. The relative performance of differ
ent types of stones could be compared. with minimum 
delay in rebuilding a model after failure. Designs were 
then tested in a model with a sand bed. to simulate actual 
conditions in the wadi. 

The rock was modelled using sub-angular qushed lime
stoncaggregate. specific gravity 2.7. selected by the oscof 
sieves. The underlayerbetween the rock-fill apd the bed of 
the model was composed of natural gravel. 

For a solid-bed model a typical run would begin by 
laying the underlayerof smal1erstones on the fixed sloping 
board. and a measured amount of larger stones on top of 
them. The flUme discharge would then be increased in 
steps of around 5 percent to 10 percent until the slope 
failed. and the recorded failure discharge taken as the 
average of the discharge at failure and the previous dis
charge. Between each increase in discharge the stones 
were carefully observed. and the discharge not increased 
until all stone movement (that is rolling down the slope 
rather than rocking or quivering in place) had ceased. At 
low discharge all such movement usually ceased within a 
few seconds of the discharge being increased. 

Failure of the slope developed quite rapidly and was 
unmistakable. As the discharge was increased, stones 
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would be removed and settle at random. resulting in a 
variation in the layer thickness. Ultimately the removal of 
stones from a thin patch,and their deposition immediately 
downstream on a thiek patch, becameprogressive, unstop
pable and accompanied by a strong surface wave. 

For the tests on sand-bed models, the median sand size 
wasO.2 millimctrescorresponding coaprotOtype sand size 
of about 0.7 miJIimecres. considc'Z8bly finer than die coarser 
fractionsoftheprototypebedmaleril1onwhichtheamount 
of soourin the prof.Otypewould depend. Thefme sand was 
chosen for two reasons. First, if sand was washed out 
through ~ underlayer. this would show up better. Sec .. 
ond. indication of deep scour was required in the models 
both upstream and downstream of the weir CO cxamine its 
resistanceCOattackinthisway. Thedcpthofsandunderthe 
weir corresponded CO about 10 metres in the protOtype. 

Tests were carried out under uniform flow and with a 
solid bed on single sized sieved stones spriok1edon stones 
three CO six times smaller and at two different slopes (1: 10 
and 1:30). Other tests were made using tipped and packed 
rock under uniform flow and clearly indicated the poten
tial increase in failurediseharge which resulted from pack
ing stones uprigbl. For example, with a stone length-co-· 
widthratioofnotless than two,thefailuredischargeforthe 
same weight of stones is ten times that for random tipped 
rock. TheeffectsofUDderlayersize,s1opeandslopelength 
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were also investigated. 

FigJVe~ Skimmin.g weir 
details for differen.t models 

Tests alsorelated minimum weightofrockperunitarea 
to weir slope and length. and illustrated the advantage of 
achieving as short a slope as possible in the weir design to 
minimize the distance over which local acceleration of 
flow occurs. 

Thesolid bed model tests indicatedthe most promising 
designs to try with a sand bed. Four models with sand beds 
were tested, two with abutments. These latter two were 
tested CO failure. In all cases, the sand bed models behaved 
in a wayptedicted by the solid bed model tests. with failure 
values slightly higher than expected from the solid bed test 
results. It appeared that the sand bed had no signiflC8Dt 
effect on the failure discharge. 

11te1tonesin the underlayerofthe model were about a 
quarter of the size of the rocks in the top layer with the bed 
sand free to move through it Thisoniy happenedimmedi· 
ately downstream of the crest membrane. where it was 
turned up to meet the flume sides. when the water was 
ponded at crest level upstream. There was no sign of 
movement of the sand bed beneath the weir, even a~ very 
high flows. This shows that the underlayer need not be 
designed as a filter. However. it should not be taken to 
indicate that no erosion of the sand by the seepage veloci
ties in the underlayer would take place. if the stones in the 
underlay er were scaled up to piototype size. owing CO the 
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Figurt 7 Model blocks/or 
concrete block weirs 

Ic) MODEL WEDG£ SHAPED BLOCKS 

non-Froudian scaling of the problem. 

Gabion mattress weirs: A series of tests on weirs con
structed in a similar fashion but with gabian mattress pro
tection werecarriedout.showingthatthetheoretica1ana1y
sisto~terminethepointoffailurebyslidingwasbomeout 
in the model. The mattresses should be securely tied to 
each other to prevent one being flipped out of its position 
on the slope. The undedayer shoultl be suitably graded to 
prevent it passing through the rrw.ttress. Other results 
concerning the undedayer. scour protection and mem
brane depth were in line with the tests on tipped rock weirs. 

the tests did not attempt to provide any indication of 
the durability of the gabion material itself. Gabion Sb'UC

tures, observed in rocky wadi beds in Y AR and in eastern 

Africa, do appear to have very short lives, the wires appar
ently being cut by the moving rocks and stones in the bed 
material unless protected in some way. 

COIfcrete Block Weir.s; Following the successful rockfall 

that could be easily mass-produced in areas where no 
suitable rock fill was available. 

TheblocksweremodeUedinaluminium which was the 
most practical material with an appropriate specific grav
ity. The test procedure was generally dlatused for the solid 
bed tests fortherock fill tests. The blocks were arranged on 
the slope as in Figure 7. 

The tests indicated that the rectangular and cylindrical 
block weirs were unstableand faile.d at considerably lower 
flows than predicted by theory. The wedge shaped blocks 
appeared to perform very wen but further testing and trials 
with different shapes and designs of wedges is required. 

For weirs with s1cpes prowa.ep by wedge shaped blocks, 
the blocks would need to be sufficiently thick to withstand 
impact from wadi bed load and the undedayerwould need 
to be graded to prevent material passing through the open
ings between the blocks. 

2.3.3 Outline design procedlUe/or tipped rock weir The 
designprocedureforatippedrockweircanbesummariz.ed 
in outline as follows: and gabion tests, and recognizing the improved perform

ance to be gained from areduction in pressure under the top 
layer, a series of tests was carried out on models of pre-taSt i. 
concrete blocks. Three shapes of block were used: rectan- ii. 
gular, cylindrical and wedgesuped. Tests were planned 

select location, height and width of weir; 
takeinw8Ccountthedesignfloodandasafeintensity 
of discharge; 

with a view to replacing a rock face protection with blocks Hi. calculate the tailwater level downstream of the weir 
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allowing for retrogression of the bed; 
iv. select a downstream slope for the weir: generally 1 in 

20 but possibly 1 in 10 under some circumstances; 
v. calculate the drawoodown curve on the .weir slope 

using an appropriate rock size while taking account 
of the tailwater level; this enables the position of the 
hydraulic jump to be located and the stilling basin 
level and length to be determined; 

vi. using the results of the model tests, selectthe si;r.e and 
weight per unitarea of tipped rock layer to withstand 
the hydrodynamic forces on the weir slope; and 

vii. select the underlayer size and thickness to suit the 
size of the top rock layer. 

2.4 Design of wadi bankandflood protection works 
The design approach used for Wadi Jizan concentrated on 
providing localized scour protection of the wadi bed and 
banks to ensure the integrity of the permanent diversion 
weirs and canal off takes. There was initially no require· 
ment for flood protection works because of the controlled 
floodreleases. For the same reason, wadi bank erosion was 
not considered to be an important problem. 

. For Wadi Surdud, too, provision was made for local· 
ized scour protection of all permanent diversion structures 
as well as of the semi-permanent tipped rock deflectors 
proposed for the upper reaches of the wadi to enable diver
sion of the base flow. An outline geomorphological study 
was carried out to assess the overall stability of the wadi 
course and to identify the pattern of overbank flooding. 

Inthedesignoftheproposedimprovementstothe~pate 
irrigation system no attempt was made to confine the 
largest floods to the main wadi course. Calculations of the 
natural capacity of the wadi showed that the largest floods 
are contained within the main wadi channel only part way 
into the Tihama. This was canrtrmed by interviews with 
local people. Theproposed~iversion weirs weredesigned 
to pass only the bank-fult dJpaelty of the wadi channel. 
Bank arid flood protection works, designed to minimize 
damage at higher flows. were located1\Sindicated by the 
geomorpbological study. 

In the Wadi Dhamad. a more detailed geomorphologi
cal study was carried out to provide a background to the 
whole bank protection problem. 11comprlsed the analysis 
of aerial pho\Ographs and a field surVey. The stability of 
the wadi channel was considered at two levels: 

i. thaloftbebanksandbedofthewadi within itspresent 
alignment; and 

H. that of the present alignment of the wadi channel 
within thecon1extofits long-term geomorphologi
calrecord. 

Important wadi channet features, including the bed and 
bank morphology. material types and vegetation were 
catalogued. This provided data for physical and mathe
matical models of the wadi set up to determine design 
parameters for the wadi-bank and flood protection works. 
In addition, a morphological definition of the naturallim
its of the wadi was obtained which was used to fix the 
alignment of flood protection works. 
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The design of protection works was based on a set of 
studies interacting wilh Ihe goomorphological study. These 
comprised: 
I. a soils sOrvey to mapandsampleaIl the soils forming 

the banks and boundaries of the wadi channel; 
ii. a physical and a mathematical model to provide 

design parameters and flood levels down the wadi; 
and 

Hi. a scour study to estimate maximum scour depth dur
ing the passage of a flood. 

The overall stability of the wadi course was assessed by 
imegratingastudyofthewadigeomorphologywithmathe
matical and physical modelling of flows down the wadi. 
The main advantage of this approach is that the evolution
ary morphology of the wadi is taken into account in select
ing areas for bank protection. It enabled identification of 
those areas which might result in a major change of the 
wadi course into a paleo-channel (scar of an old water
course) during a large flood. 

Ata more detailed level, information from an engi
neering soils survey of the wadi bed and banks was com~ 
bined with geomorphological data on the water-course and 
the results from hydraulic modelling to investigate the 
behaviour of the low-flow channel within the wadi bed. 
Control of the low-flow channel prevents it undercutting 
the wadi banks and is also important in ensuring the per
formance of canal head works and scour sluices. 

2.4.1 Mathematical and physical modelling. A mathe
matical model of Wadi Dhamadcovering 22 kilometres of 
wadi downstream of the second w.eir site was set up using 
the QNDA suite developed by Halcrow. ONDA is based 
on the futI hydrodynamic open-channel flow equations 
and allows simulation of watercourses and control struc· 
tures. Cross sections of the wadi channel were included at 
approximately 600 metre intervals. The model included 
the diversion weirs proposed for the irrigation devdop
ment. 

There was insufficient measured flood data against 
which to calibrate the model. A range of roughness values 
was therefore derived from the dominant material types 
making up the wadi bed: the higberscaleroughness values 
were used tooblain flood levels; and the lower scale rough
ness values gave velocity maxima for use in the scour . 
calculations. 

Physical modelling was found to be more appropriate 
for the steeper upper stretch of the wadi over the 4.5 kilo
metres between the first two diversion weir sites. This 
enabled the pattern of the high velocity streams within the 
wadi course to be studied. Of particular relevance to the 
scour study is the ratio between stream velocity along the 
wadi banks and the average cross-section velocity across 
the wadi. This ratio was found to be of the order of 1.2 in 
straight:reacbes and up to 1.4 on bends. 

For the wadi downstream of the second weir site, these 
ratios were applied to the mean channel velocities ob
tained from the mathematical model in order tQcalculate 
scourdepthsandprovidedesisnparamatersforscourpro
tection. 

Spate Jrrj8Q1ion. 



2.4.2 Scour study. Equilibrium scour depths adjacenlto 
proposed protection works along the wadi banks were 
calculated from the factored average channel cross-sec
tion velocities obtained from the physical and mathemati
cal models. The estimated sediment concentration at the 
flood peak was derived from regime considerations. Given 
the variation in average cross section velocity, calculated 
scour depths ranged from around 1 metre, in suaight rtaches 
with a relatively uniform wadi bed topography, to greater 
than 6 metres on the outside of bends in areas with a 
complex bed topography. 

2.4.3 Protection works design. In a relatively steep fast 
flowing watercourse such as Wadi Dhamad. groynes and 
spurs as bank protection were considered inappropriate 
since they themselves would be subject to severe erosion 
andmightdirecthigh velocity streams at vulnerable points 
along the wadi banks. A permeableflexiblerevetmentwas 
preferred since it would be able to follow local settlement, 
minor erosion and undercutting. It could also be easily 
repaired. The general type of protection therefore pro
posed was a toe trench revetrnent with the trench taken 
down to below the anticipated scour depth. 

3. Evaluation 
Since the designs and layouts resulting from the model 
tests of diversion weirs and off takes, and the bank protec
tion studies, have not yet been implemented, full evalu
ation in the field is not possible. However some field 
experience has been gained from which certain conclu
sions can be drawn. 

In the head works constructed at Wadi Jizan, it was 
found that the vortex tubes tended to block for all but the 
smallest sizes of sediments. Vortex tubes were therefore 
omitted from the model tests and design for Wadi Surdud. 
It is recommended that they only be considered down
stream of the headworks on the main canal, where large 
particles have already been excluded or have setded. into 
basins or other devices. 

The authors are also aware of experience gained in the 
development of other wadis on the Tihama; in particular 
that of the Tihama Development Authority in Y AR. Much 
of this experience has been gained since the model tests 
were undertaken and suggests some modifications Id the 
design of the headworks. For example. the headwalls on 
the scowing sluices should be omitted and the types of 
gates used should be reviewed. This does not however 
detract from most of the general conclusions reached as a 
result of the model tests, which are summarized in the 
following section of this paper. 

Regarding rock flll weirs, a tipped rock weirofa similar 
but natidentical design to that tested for Wadi Surdud was 
constructed for the Amibara Irrigation Project.in Ethiopia, 
on the perennial Awash River. The weir enables diversion 
of 13 m'/s from the River Awash into a primary irrigation 
canal, and was designed to pass a maximum of 700m'/s 
under free flow. A model of the weir was tested to a 
prototype ultimate·flow of2 000 m'ls. Since construction 
in 1979 the weir has withstood a flood of approximately 
1 ~OO m'ls, well in excess of its design flood. 

Technical Background Paptrs: rnternatio1tal9 

4. Conclusions 
The model testing programmes carried. out for the design 
of the diversiQn structwes for two wadis showed that c.on
siderable improvements in sediment exclusion perform
ance could be made. Skimming weirs were effective but 
different crest designs showed little improvement over a 

, simple right angle. It was not recommended that vortex 
tubes be used in headworks as they are liable to block, 
unlesslargerparticles have been cffectively excluded from 
the bed load. 

The tests showed that significant improvements in the 
performance of the scouring sluices could be achieved by 
providing a curved converging channel at the approach to 
the canal headworks and locating the diversion weir to
wards the upstream end of the guide pier that lies between 
the weir and the scour sluice. To reinforce the local flow 
pattern and to guard against unfavourable curvature of the 
approach flow, protection of the wadi bank adjacent to the 
offtake should be continued sufficiently far upstream. 

For efficient sediment exclusion from the canal intake 
using the arrangement tested, around 35 per,cent of the 
canal flow was required to pass through the scour sluice. In 
order to preserve the curvature effect of the sluice channel 
and to keep the scour sluice channel clear of sediment, at 
least 0.6 metres of head was required with the tailwater 
level at 0.2 metres below weir crest level. At very high 
flows this may be difficult to achieve and umter such 
circumstancesitmaybenecessarytoc1osethecanalofftake 
intermittently. ' 

Weirswithafaceprotectionoftippedrock~ppeartobe 
cheaper in many instances than traditional concrete or 
masonry designs. Packed rock. using seleCted stones, 
offers considerable savings in material and m,y be attrac
tive where labour costs are nOl too high. 

Though gabion mattresses performed sati$Cactorily as 
a face protection, they can only be considered where the 
wadi bed materialis fine enough not to damage the mesh of 
the gabions. Wedge-shaped (concrete) blocks performed 
well and could be an attractive alternative to tipped rock 
protectien. 

The design of wadi bank and flood protection works 
should be carried out within the context of both the short 
and long term behaviour of the wadi. Thisrequiresconsid
eration of the stability of the wadi channel within its pres
ent alignment as well as the stability of the present align
ment within the long term geomorphological record of the 
wadi. The usefulness of integrated studies involving mathe
matical and physical modelling has been demonsU'ated. 
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